The magnetization (M) and spin-wave (SW) parameter of Fe (110)/Ag (111) multilayers has been calculated in the presence of the random magnetic field (RMF) and interlayer exchange coupling (IEC), using simple SW theory. We introduce roughness as RMF caused by fluctuations in the spacer thickness (ST). The results show that the M and SW parameter oscillate as a function of ST and they are affected by roughness strongly.
Introduction
Since the discovery of IEC, many studies have been implemented on the properties of ultrathin magnetic structures which their magnetic properties have been studied theoretically [1] . Oscillatory coupling has been found for a number of FM/non-magnetic metal systems [2, 3] at the origin of the discovery of GMR effect. One common approach is to study M and SW parameter (B) of FM thin layers. The observed results show that Curie temperature and B oscillate with ST [5, 6] , which is investigated theoretically [7, 8] . A SW theory has been used to explain the ST-dependence of M and B. In real films, we expect interfacial roughness which affects IEC [8] . By employing the RKKY theory [9] , we can relate IEC to RMF. A calculation was performed using a model described in Ref [10] . The Fe (110)/Ag (111) multilayer is considered as multiplane with RMFs concerned to IEC [8] . In this paper, the cases of FM and anti-FM interlayer coupling are solved for the ST-dependence of M and B, in the presence of RMF at low T. In section 2 the theoretical method is described. We present results and discussion in section 3 and finally the major points are summarized in section 4.
Theoretical method
The Heisenberg Hamiltonian (H) with the nearest neighbour (NN) inter ) ( 1 J and intra ) ( 0 J plane exchange coupling (EC) is used to describe the system. We approximate each thin FM layer by 2D square lattice of spin ½ parallel to the x-z plane. The x, y, and z axes are corresponding to the [101], [110] , and ] 10 1 [ directions. Suppose the RMF is applied along the z direction. This model is only valid for a super-lattice with the FM film thin enough to behave 2D. Thus SW spectrum and M are derived.
FM coupling
The Heisenberg-type H in the presence of a small RMF is given by
S(l) is spin at lth site. ä and || l are NN vector and the component of l, in x-z plane respectively. l H is RMF acting on lth site. In equation (1) the first and second terms are intra and inter plane EC energy and the third one is the RMF energy. Lattice parameter, in the film plane is a and along y is b. We can apply Holestein-Primakoff transformation at low T. H is diagonal in the k space, thus SW spectrum in the limit of
, which only SWs with long wave length can be excited in the x-z plane, is [9]    
, is given by [9] 
We consider Gaussian distribution of RMF with width Ä . By taking average over the RMF [7] , we get
, we get the Bloch law ( 
Anti-ferromagnetic (AF) coupling
At T = 0 K and for 0   , due to anti-ferromagnetic IEC we can divide the superlattice into two sublattice A and B with the property of tending to align all spins on sublattice A in the +z direction and all spins on sublattice B in the -z direction. Thus H in the presence of a RMF is given by 
, at low T, and appropriate transformations [9] in the presence of RMF, H will be diagonal in the k space. Therefore, the configuration average of magnetization,
, can be expressed as equation (3). 
The results show that if 0   , we get the 2 T dependence for strong IEC and a quasi-linear Tdependence for weak IEC [9] .
results and discussions
We use RKKY function for IEC strength ( 1 J ) [8] . The average of RMF,  , was related to IEC by
. Thus, we can find  as a function of ST. Using equations (3) and (6) has minimum value, we observe small dips in the presence of RMF, which occur alternatively with the same period as IEC, and their depth increases by roughness. Hence, introducing RMF result in the period of magnetization is two times of IEC periodicity. The magnetization will vanish when 1 J passes through zero ( R J   has maximum value) alternatively, figure 1a ( 0   ). But in the presence of roughness the heights of the valleys will reduce which is closer to real multilayers. The plot also show that SW magnetization increases in the presence of RMF which means that the deviation of M( 0  T ) from saturation value, M(T=0), caused by existence of spin-waves in the system, decreases with RMF. The results also show that SW magnetization decreases with ST because of weakening IEC. The SW magnetization reduces with T due to increase of the thermal excitations of SWs, figure 1b. It is obvious that the depth of dips increases by T.
is SW parameter of bulk Fe. 
